
At the 
heart of UK 
education



Everything we do is 
in the best interests 
of our students.
Charterhouse School, Surrey
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Headquartered in London, England and operating in China, 

the Middle East and Russia, JUNO works both for families here 

in the UK and those internationally. 

An Introduction to JUNO
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At the core of our service is a very simple value: 

everything we do should be in the best interests of our students.

From school selection to an Oxbridge application, targeted tuition and soft-skills focused mentoring, 

JUNO offers a range of services that are tailored personally for your child.

JUNO incorporates personal development in the pursuit of academic achievement. In helping families 

secure access to prestigious academic institutions for their children, we ensure our students enter 

the right place for them as healthy, happy and focused individuals.



“JUNO is making a difference. 
We know that education is a 
process not just a means 
to an end.”

Following our initial consultation we will determine how best we can support you. We will allocate a 

dedicated consultant to work closely and take you through any and all academic milestones, be it 

pre-prep, prep or senior school choice, 11+ or common entrance, GCSEs, IB or A-Level, university selection 

or Oxbridge application.
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Our services are tailored to your child’s needs 

Age 8 – 10 | Year  4 – 5
• Tuition for 9+ exam (if applicable), numeracy, 

literacy and languages.

• Time to begin preparing for the 11+ pre-test - 
key stage study or pre-test prep.

• 10+ Entry Tests (Spring).

• 11+ assessment preparation. 

Age 9  – 11 | Year 5 – 6
• 11+ Assessments for Day and Boarding schools 

(Autumn through Spring).

• 13+ Pre Tests (Autumn through Spring).

Age 11 – 13 | Year 7 – 8 
• 11+ Entry to schools (Autumn).

• 13+ Common Entrance exams (largely dropped 
in 2019 depending on school).

• Autumn application deadlines and autumn 
and winter assessments. 

Age 13 – 15 | Year 9 – 10
• Start of 13+ entry schools.

• GCSE options that best suit their skills and 
aspirations. 

• GCSE tuition starts.

• Sixth Form registration (Summer year 10). 

Age 15 – 16 | Year 11
• Sixth Form assessments (Autumn).

• GCSE exams (Summer).

Age 16 – 18 | Year 12 – 13
• Mock exams.

• Coursework.

• A Levels or the IB (International Baccalaureate), 
our expert tutors can help them prepare for the 
challenges of their coursework and develop 
their independent study skills.

Age 16 – 18 | Year 12 – 13
• Mock Exams.

• Coursework.

• US and Oxbridge University deadlines (Autumn).

• UCAS deadlines (Spring).

• A2 level and IB exams (Summer).
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We offer personalised combinations of all of our services.
We can combine tuition to help your child get ahead in
the classroom and wellbeing support in helping them
grow into healthy and focused adults.”
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JUNO’s Services 
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Tuition

School Placement

Wellbeing and support

Mentoring

University
Admissions
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“Our students enter top schools 
and universities as well-rounded, 
well-adjusted learners ready for 
the next step in their education.”

Harrow School boys, Harrow (London)



Whether your child needs extra help in a single 

subject or is enrolled in one of our bespoke 

integrated-service programs, our tuition is 

delivered by our highly qualified teachers. 

One-to-one or in groups, online or in-person 

We offer one-to-one tuition and group workshops 

and both options can be delivered either online or 

in person depending on your circumstances and 

preferences.

Calibrated to your child’s changing needs
You will get weekly progress reports for each 

subject. We will adapt your child’s curriculum to 

their needs accordingly, making sure they are 

receiving the right number of sessions and that 

their targets don’t remain static. 

Private Tuition Tutors

JUNO’s one-to-one tuition service is tailored to 

your child’s needs. Your dedicated consultant will 

ensure that your child receives the highest-quality 

tuition from teachers selected for them. 

Vetting process
Our tutors go through a vetting process in which 

we don’t just assess their academic qualifications, 

but also their professional background, character

and emotional intelligence. 

Our tutors are specialists in their chosen field, 

holding PhDs, master’s degrees or training in 

education. JUNO ensures all our educators hold 

DBS certificates.

SEND
We have tutors that specialise in SEND, with years 

of experience working with students requiring 

assistance.

Live-in
JUNO also offers a residential tutoring service, 

allowing families that require educational support 

for their children to live in the family home 

whether in one location or whilst travelling.

“You won’t find inexperienced 
undergraduates making pocket 

money among our faculty. 
We value our tutors 
and invest in them, 

which is why we 
have experienced 

and dedicated 
educators at JUNO.”
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With current demand our mentors are providing 

support and guidance to students who are 

experiencing difficulties in learning due to social,

emotional or behavioural problems or other 

issues that affect their learning. 

Our mentor’s role is to empower, resolve issues, 

teach coping strategies, acknowledge strengths 

and talents, increase confidence through open 

and honest communication.

A supportive environment
Our mentors know the education system and will 

provide a personalised study approach to getting 

ahead and a supportive environment in which to 

grow. Whatever the specific challenges your child 

may be experiencing, JUNO can address them.

Next level learning
Whether it is help with exam preparation and 

how to revise more effectively, timetabling and 

time management or a more soft skills focus on 

communication, team-work and organisation, 

our mentoring service will help your child 

grow in confidence and become a 

more effective learner.

Mentoring

JUNO’s mentors come from a range of backgrounds 

with specialist experience and depending on the 

type of help your child needs, a mentor will be 

specifically chosen on account of their professional 

background - whether that’s executive function 

coaching or revision support - and their interests 

and personality.

Mentors

“JUNO mentors encourage our 
students whilst helping forge 
short-and long-term goals."
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The British private school system is complicated 

and competitive, and each school is unique. JUNO 

consultants have a deep familiarity for what each 

school offers and will provide guidance and 

support to help you find the most suitable 

destination for your child by navigating the 

differing entry requirements, application 

procedures and entrance exams.

Trust has been built between our experts and the 

schools to which our students apply. Our reports

offer realistic assessments of a child’s suitability. 

It also ensures that a child does not end up in an

environment that is not right for them.

How we work
Assessment
Our assessment process will give us an

insight into your child’s character, academic level,

interests, disposition and temperament. We will

also determine your preferences for day or

boarding, single sex or mixed, town or country,

sports or arts etc.

Selection
Our admissions experts will use all this information

to compile a longlist of suitable schools based on

their in-depth knowledge of the British private

education sector.

Administration
For families who are based abroad we can

accompany on school visits and be a point of

contact for all school correspondence.

UK School Placement 

“We want to understand your 
child to ensure they get into 
the school that is right for 
them. A school where they 
will be happy and flourish.”
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OUR SERVICE INCLUDES: 

• A report detailing your child’s assessment

• A longlist of suggested schools

• Timetable of school applications, entrance 

exams, and assessment days

• Organising school visits

• Entrance exam and/or assessment day 

preparation as necessary

• Management of waitlist places as necessary

• Handling of paperwork and administration 

as required



We work with students seeking UK university places from up to two years 

prior to admission. This is especially true for those hoping to win a place at 

either Oxford or Cambridge.

JUNO’s UK university admissions and Oxbridge applications 

team consists of former admissions staff and admissions 

experts. Our team offers expert insight into the UK 

university system.

UK University Admissions and 
Oxbridge Applications
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King's College, University of Cambridge



Sixth Form choices
Our experts will help your child select their   

A-Levels or IB subject choices, keeping in mind 

their goals, interests and future aspirations. 

The right fit
By considering predicted grades, along with their 

interests and preferences for location, subjects, and 

course specifics, we help your child work towards 

getting into the most suitable university for them.

Personal statement
One of the most important aspects of the 

university admissions process is the personal 

statement. We run workshops and courses to help 

our students hone their personal statement, as 

well as exam preparation sessions.

UCAS and Clearing
We guide our students through the full 

universities and colleges admissions service 

(UCAS) process. We are also on hand if a student 

fails to make the necessary grades and needs to 

enter the clearing process, whereby university 

places that are unfilled are made available.

Oxbridge
JUNO’s Oxbridge application consultants are 

deeply familiar with the process of applying to 

Oxford and Cambridge universities. They will 

provide coaching and workshops for our Oxbridge 

students to ensure they receive the extensive help 

required to enter one of our country’s oldest and 

most prestigious institutions.

Your child will need to decide whether they wish 

to apply to Oxford or Cambridge university. Our 

experts will help guide your child to make the 

decision that makes the most sense for them, as 

well as supporting them with personal statement 

advice and any necessary interview preparation.
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OUR SERVICE INCLUDES: 

• Extensive university choice support

• Course choice support

• Personal statement support

• Interview preparation

• Advice on clearing if necessary

• University open day accompaniment 

if necessary

• Exam preparation advice and tuition
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JUNO’s well-being and support service sets us 

apart as the education agency for a new world. 

The right expert for every child 
Among our faculty are our well-being consultants 

with specialised backgrounds in various types of 

counselling.

They have the experience and skills necessary to 

help your child find confidence whilst developing 

a capacity for self-regulation, self-awareness, and 

self-compassion.

Boosting academic achievement
Whether your child is having a difficult time at 

school or is experiencing the anxieties of a 

demanding university application, we will help 

your child remove obstacles in their path to 

achieving their full potential. We shift the focus 

onto your child’s wellbeing and development as 

an individual rather than seeing them simply as 

an exam candidate.

Skills for a lifetime
This is an invaluable service to help shape your 

child into a healthy, self-aware, and focused 

individual working towards a happy and 

successful future.

Wellbeing and Support

“JUNO gave me the tools I 
needed to cope with my 
application to Durham. 
I’m a real perfectionist; 
I used to get so stressed 
that I’d run out of time 
with so much left to do. 
I learned a number of 
coping mechanisms that 
helped me deal with 
stress and keep a cool 
head in the exam hall.”
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Haileybury College, Hertford



JUNO Integrated is the gold standard of 

educational guidance and support.

It is a personalised educational programme that 

brings out the best in our students and takes the 

pressure off families.

Engaging all the resources of each of our services 

outlined, JUNO Integrated helps our students 

academically, practically and emotionally in 

ensuring they are working towards a successful 

future. 

Our Commitment

Our student’s success is our success. Therefore, 

we respond quickly to their needs and grow with 

them. We want to aid their development and 

foster healthy individuals. The goals we set are 

ambitious but realistic and we welcome a dialogue 

with our students and family members. We are 

collaborative, not prescriptive and offer expert 

guidance, not rules and instructions.

JUNO Integrated

STAGE 1: 
Initial consultation and assessment

STAGE 2: 
Report review and service outline – a 

dedicated consultant will be appointed

STAGE 3: 
A bespoke package to include any or all of 

the following, as applicable:

• School/university selection process

• Access to school admissions staff and 

former university admissions experts

• Tuition

• Mentoring

• Handling of paperwork and administration

• Targeted school-specific coaching and 

past paper practice

• Application and interview preparation

• Personal statement and UCAS guidance 

and support

• Advice during the clearing process

• Wellbeing advice and support

• School and university aftercare
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Contact JUNO
Phone: 020 3886 1599  
Email: contact@junoeducation.org

www.junoeducation.org


